group of G (Theorem 1 and Corollary 4) . In § 3, we shall restrict our interest to a discrete countable group G and study the structure of the normal subgroup Int(M, A) of Aut(M, A), each element of which is an inner automorphism of M. If the action under a of all elements in G except the identity is outer on A, then Int(M, A) is isomorphic to an extension group of Int(A) by G (Theorem 7).
Extensions of Inner Automorphisms
Let A be a von Neumann algebra acting on a separable Hilbert space H. By Aut(A) we shall denote the group of all automorphisms (*-preserving) of A and by Int(A) the group of all inner automorphisms of A. For a locally compact group G, we denote by K(H i G) the vector space of all continuous ^/-valued functions on G with compact support. Considering the inner product in K(H\ G) defined by At first, we shall be concerned with the group of all extensions to R(G, A, a, v) of the inner automorphism group of a factor. 
K(H\

Theorem 1. Let A be a factor equipped with an action a of a locally compact group G and a factor set [v(g, K} ; g, h^G] associated with the action a. If a is such that 7c a (Ayr[M is the scalar multiples of the identity, then K is isomorphic to the direct product of Int(A)
and %(G) 5 where %(G) is the group of all continuous characters of G. Proof. Take a ft in K. Let u be a unitary in x a (A) such that /3(a) =uau* for all a in n a (A). Then, for each a in x a (A) and g in G, we have that so that p(g)*u*fi(p(g~))u is contained in jr. (A)' r\M. Since jr.C-A/ is the scalar multiples of the identity /, we have a 7 in %(G) such that (8) In fact, put %(g*)I = p(g)*u*fi(p(g)}u, then we have that
For each character % of G, put Proof. By Theorem 1 and Corollary 2, it is clear that the statements (a) and (b) are equivalent and that they are equivalent to the condition that %(G) = {1}. On the other hand, %(G) is the group Hom(G, T) of all continuous homomorphism of G into T, where T is the unit circle of the complex plane. Since T is an abelian group, it follows that for each % in %(G), [ 
G, G] is contained in the kernel of %. Hence %(G) is isomorphic to Hom(G/[G, G], T). Thus the condition that #(G) = {1} is equivalent to G = [G, G], which is statement (c).
Especially, assume that G is a discrete countable group. If a g is an outer automorphism of A for all g in G except the unit, then by [5, Corollary 3] , we have that 7r a (A)'nM is the scalar multiples of the identity. Therefore, we have the following corollary :
Corollary 4. Let A be a factor equipped with an action a of a discrete countable group G and a factor set {v(g, h) ; g, h^G} associated with the action a. Assume that a g is an outer automorphism of A for all g in G except the unit. Then K is isomorphic to the direct product of Int(A) and %(G), so that K 0 is isomorphic to %(G).
The three statements in Corollary 3 are equivalent.
Extensions as Inner Automorphisms.
In this section, we shall be concerned with extensions of automorphisms of A to M which are inner on M.
Throughout this section, we shall treat a factor equipped with an action of a discrete countable group G and a factor set [v(g, h) ; g, h^G} associated with the action a. For M=R(G, A, a, i>) (v(g, A) )), 
Proof. Take a u in u(M, A). Let
u = 'E gGG a(g)p(g) a(g)<=7i a (A),
